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pokemon black 2 and white 2 is the remaking
of the first two red and green games. it is the
first pokemon game that has a remaking of

the games that came before it. these remakes
are no doubt great, but some people are

complaining that they are too similar to the
originals, as the remakes are just a simple

remake of the first two red and green games.
the graphics are a little outdated compared to

the x and y remakes, but they are a great
improvement over the originals. the pokemon

black 2 and white 2 is set in a new region
called unova, and features a new gym leader,

many new pokemon, a new plot, and some
new items. as there's no new game in the

series, we don't know how much it has
changed from the old ones, but if there's any

difference, it's that the graphics are now in 3d,
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and that you can go to the overworld and walk
around freely. you can also visit the b2w2
remake of the white forest, which is a new

region that was introduced in pokemon black
2 and white 2. there is also the white
2-exclusive pokemon, with a different

evolution from those in black 2. you can
download pokemon black 2 and white 2 now,

and play it on your nintendo ds, or your
nintendo 3ds. check out the pokemon black 2
and white 2 game below! pokemon black 2 &
pokmon white 2 are essentially the sequels to
my black & white hacks known as blaze black
and volt white. the usual rules with my hacks

apply; the main feature is that all 649 pokmon
are available for capture somewhere in the
game, and the trainers have all had their

rosters changed in order to maintain a much
harder challenge than the original game, as

well as having an increased variety of
opponents to fight. there's also a large

amount of alternative features these hacks
offer, which range from differences to the
pokmon themselves to the presence of a

couple new tms. if i'm not mistaken, these are
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also the first black 2 and white 2 hacks on
offer.
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